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MILKSHAKE



40% Bought for morning commute
(Competitors: bagel and banana)

Bought for kid to stave off parent guilt 
(Competitors: TV, Toy, Sundae, Cookies)



“We hire a product or service 

to do a job for us”

Job: Some progress our outcome

a buyer is trying to make



Jobs To Be Done is the way you 

move from “what am I selling” to…

What OUTCOME is the buyer hiring 

my product or service for.



The 3 dimensions of a Job

Functional

Social

Emotional

What do I want to do?

How do I want to be perceived by others 

when doing the job?

How do I want to feel when doing the job?

https://goo.gl/pb9J8R



"People don’t want a quarter inch 

drill, they want a quarter inch hole.“

Theodore Levitt - 1962





Functional

Social

Emotional

Home decorating, assemble Ikea, 

handman work

Look cool to my wife and lend the tool 

to my neighbor

Moar Power!!!!



Functional

Social

Emotional

Alternatives

1. decorate

2. handyman

3. Ikea 

impress

MOAR!!!



Buying decisions are based on 

emotions and then rationalized 

based on features.



What are you selling?







SALES DIRECTOR/VP

JOB TO DO:  Hit the team number, 

look professional and close more 

deals faster.

“I need to hit my number. To do this I 

need my entire team to look great, 

constantly improve how we talk to 

customers, & close more deals faster. 

All while dealing with a constant 

onslaught of new problems coming at 

me”



SALES OPS & ENABLEMENT

JOB TO DO:  Leverage the data.

Make people more productive

“I need to manage the technology 

and train the sales team. IT needs to 

work with our CRM” 



MARKETING MANAGER

JOB TO DO: Make us look good

“I need to make sure our materials 

look good, make sure customers 

understand us & ensure the sales 

team looks great & stays on brand.”



Not so much!!!



Functional

Social

Emotional

I need to quickly build a stunning 

proposal using CRM data & get the 

signature

I want to look like a professional to my 

buyer and impress them

I want to feel like I’m spending my time 

smartly and not wasting it 

https://goo.gl/pb9J8R



Functional

Social

Emotional

Alternatives

PDF/Gsuite DocuSign PandaDoc

1.Look great

2.Close fast

3.CRM Data

Look 

Pro

Feel smart





Uncover the outcomes your 

customers want and stop talking 

about features.

https://goo.gl/pb9J8R



How do you get customers 
to tell you what outcomes they 

are hiring you for?



Using 
Jobs 

Theory to 
Drive 

Customer 
Outcomes

You have to talk
to customers to uncover what 

their job/outcome is!



“You can’t just ask customers what they 

want and then try to give that to them.  

By the time you get it built, they’ll want 

something new.” 

Steve Jobs



Using 
Jobs 

Theory to 
Drive 

Customer 
Outcomes

What job did you 
hire that horse for?





Customers will not know, tell you 
the wrong thing, or… lie to you!





www.momtestbook.com



Mom Test Rules:  #1

Ask about the past (facts)

Would you use this feature if we built it?

When was the last time that you did X?  

How did you do it?



Mom Test Rules:  #2

No leading Questions

Do you like this feature?

What do you like about this feature?

What do you think about this feature?



Mom Test Rules:  #3

Keep your questions broad (open ended).

…Then DIG IN

Did you try X (Alternate Solution)?

What solution did you try?

What are are you (were you) using to do (Job X)?



Can you tell me how you looked 

for a product to serve your problem?

What kind of solutions did you try 

or not try?  Why or Why not?

Interview 101a

Build the consideration set

And get them to share their process



Did you ask anybody else about the purchase you 

were going to make?   

Did you have any concerns/anxiety for the purchase?

Did you hear anything about the product that made 

you nervous?  What was it?  Why did that make you 

nervous?

Interview 101b

Get under the emotion of the decision

Remember the emotional & social job



https://goo.gl/pb9J8R
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pandadoc.com

#JTBD 
Thank you!!!
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